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Briscoe Protective Systems Releases Genesis GL Series
Wall Model LED Strobes and Horns
(Centereach, NY) — Briscoe Protective Systems Inc. recently announced the release of the
Genesis GL Series Wall Model LED Strobes and Horns from EST Life Safety and
Communications. This compact Fire Alarm Notification Appliance is easy to install and keeps
operating costs low by using less power.
The GL Series device, with its breakthrough LED technology and highly efficient optics,
eliminates the need for hefty reflectors. Due to its low current draw, the device also requires
fewer power supplies and smaller wire gauges, making it ideal for green energy building projects.
The GL Series devices benefit from the patented Genesis synchronization protocol, thus
eliminating the need for additional equipment when connected to compatible NAC Circuits.
Depending on the application, the GL Series devices can be field configured for selectable 15, 30,
75 or 110 candela strobe output and selectable high, temporal, low-decibel or steady horn output.
The GL Series devices fit standard one-gang electrical boxes, so no trim plate is needed. Features
include 12 to 18 AWH in-out screw terminals for quick wiring, slide switches for field
configuration, and an optional trim plate for four-inch square boxes.
“We are very excited about the release of this industry-changing device,” said J.R. McCotter,
Chief of Technical Services, Briscoe Protective Systems, Inc. “The GL Series device saves
money for installers and building owners by being able to install more devices on each circuit,
eliminating the need for expensive auxiliary power supplies, wire, and conduit.”
For more information on the Genesis GL series Wall Model LED Strobes and Horns, call 1 (888)
BRISCOE (274-7263) or visit www.briscoeprotective.com.
###
About Briscoe Protective Systems Inc.
Since 1978, Briscoe Protective Systems Inc. and its team of experienced professionals have brought world-class
solutions, with fire and security alarm products and services of superior competitive quality and unparalleled value.
Briscoe provides factory-trained technicians with NICET certification, in-service training, software support,
preventative maintenance inspections, computerized equipment, engineering and drafting, code compliance and more.
Briscoe has locations in Centereach, New York and New York City, New York. For more information, call 1 (888)
BRISCOE (274-7263) or visit www.briscoeprotective.com.

